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SPECIAL REPORT BY THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
WORKS CONCERNING THE INVESTIGATION AND
STUDY RELATIVE TO CONSTRUCTING A BRIDGE
IN THE TOWNS OF AGAWAM AND WEST SPRING-
FIELD.

Department of Public Works,
100 Nashua Street, Boston, December 19, 1960.

To the Honorable Senate nad House of Representatives of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts

In accordance with the provisions of chapter 115, Resolves of
1960, the Department of Public Works submits its report on the
investigation and study for the construction of a bridge in the towns
of Agawam and West Springfield.

Chapter 115 of the Resolves of 1960 reads as follows

Resolved, That the department of public works is hereby authorized and di-
rected to make an investigation and study of current house document numbered
2829, relative to authorizing the department of public works to construct a bridge
in the towns of Agawam and West Springfield. Said department shall report to
the general court the results of its investigation and study and its recommenda-
tions, ifany, together with drafts of legislation necessary to carry said recommenda-
tions into effect, by filing the same with the clerk of the house of representatives
on or before the last Wednesday of December in the current year.

This report concerns the Mittineague bridge which is located on
Bridge Street and spans the Westfield River between Agawam and
West Springfield.

Chapter 115 of the Resolves of 1960 authorized the Department of
Public Works to investigate and study the construction of a bridge
at this site. This has been construed to mean a new bridge, and
this interpretation is supported by the knowledge that both towns
feel that only a new structurally substantial bridge replacing the
present structure can properly provide for' the traffic whiclr desires
to cross the river at this location.

A pproved October 18, 1960.

€bc Commontoealtj) of apassacftusetts
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The present bridge, which was built in 1901, is a 2-span steel
deck truss 300 feet long. It has a roadway width of 20 feet and
two 5-foot sidewalks. The load-carrying capacity of the bridge as
designed provides for loads of 14 tons on each span of the bridge,
and it is now posted for a maximum load of 6 tons. The reduction
in load-carrying capacity is due to the generally weakened con-
dition of the bridge which exists mostly in the floor system, but
which is also attributable to some deterioration of the trusses.

Concerning the substructure, the abutments appear to be in
fairly good condition. The pier, located in the center of the river,A
appears structurally sound. There are, however, some voids in the'
concrete belt placed around the pier footing when the bridge was
repaired in 1950 which would require further repairs if tins unit of
the substructure were to be utilized in the new bridge. However,
the bridge proposed in this report does not provide for a pier at this
location.

Concerning the abutments, if the proposed reconstruction were
to consist only of the replacement of the existing superstructure by a
new superstructure of the same width, the reuse in the new work
of the existing abutments might be considered. However, the
superstructure, as proposed, would have an over-all width consider-
ably in excess of the present bridge, which would require a wider
substructure. As the present stone masonry abutments are 59 years
old, and in the intervening years have undergone extensive repairs
and reconstruction, extending the abutments could not be done
without risking the possible undermining of the present abutments.
Therefore, new abutments are included in the proposed bridge.

Concerning the width of structure required to handle the traffic,
the present volume over the bridge for a 24-hour day averages
about 4,000 vehicles. Taking into consideration the probable ex-
pected traffic expansion, a 36-foot roadway between curbs, com-
prising two 12-foot traffic lanes, two 6-foot shoulders and twro 5-foot
sidewalks, should adequately provide for all traffic expected during
the life of the bridge. This would require an over-all width of bridge
of about 49 feet. To provide a bridge of this width will require©
some changes in alignment, and could necessitate a small amount
of land taking on the approaches. The present roadwrays approach-
ing the bridge from both Agaw'am and West Springfield are 50 feet
wide between street lines and each has a 20-foot roadway.

The primary purpose of the existing bridge is to span the river
only. However, in determining the length of the new bridge, con-
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sideration had to lie given to other features which are present at
the site which could affect the over-all span of the new structure.

The Strathmore Paper Company, comprising several mill build-
ings, is located on the West Springfield bank of the river adjoining
Bridge Street on the upstream side of the bridge. Within the mill
property and crossing Bridge Street at grade is a siding of the New
York Central Railroad (Boston and Albany Branch) and adjoining
the mill property on the north side also crossing Bridge Street at
grade is the main line of the railroad. This crossing is protected by
|flashing lights and automatic gates. There has been some discus-
sion in the past about the possibility, when the present bridge was

being replaced, of building a high-level structure which would com-
mence at Summit Street in West Springfield and span the railroad
tracks and the river and terminate at the intersection of River Street
in Agawam.

While it would be very desirable to eliminate the railroad grade
crossing, it has to be remembered that this grade crossing is on a
town street which is similar to other crossings at grade within the
town. If the elimination of the railroad grade crossing on Bridge
Street were to be studied separately, it is questionable if it would
receive more consideration than other crossings of streets by
the railroad at grade within the town.

A bridge of such a length on the West Springfield side within the
street lines of Bridge Street would interfere with access to the
Strathmore Company unless additional land were to be taken. The
cost of a bridge of such length would, of course, greatly exceed that
of a bridge spanning the river only, and inasmuch as the financing
as recommended would be shared by the towns, the expense of such
a structure wr ould probably be beyond their financial capacities.

From a practical viewpoint, it would appear that the bridge
should be limited to serve its primary purpose, which is the carrying
of traffic over the Westfield River. This would mean that the abut-
ments would be positioned at about their present locations. (The
bridge span could not be made shorter than the present span with-

• out encroaching on the waterway opening required during periods
of flood.)

It is recommended that a 3-span deck steel plate girder type
bridge of the same length as the existing bridge, with the girders
being of varying depth, and with the piers located at the edges of
the river bank, be provided. Such a bridge would comprise a center
span of about 150 feet and end spans of 75 feet. Positioning the
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piers at the banks of the river instead of in the center increases the
river flow considerably,, especially during periods of high water. It
is believed that a bridge of this type would satisfactorily fulfill all
of the requirements necessary for a bridge at this location. The
roadway would be at approximately the same grade as at present.

The cost of such a structure, having a 36-foot roadway and two
5-foot sidewalks, has been estimated at $550,000. To this amount
would have to be added the expense of rebuilding the roadway ap-
proaches recommended to extend from River Street in Agawam to
the New York Central Railroad right-of-way in West Springfield,,
any necessary land taking, and provisions for a temporary foot-
bridge for use by pedestrians during construction, bringing the over-
all cost of the project to approximately $650,000.

Concerning the financing of this bridge, it joins town streets of
Agawam and West Springfield and is primarily for the purpose of
providing a connection over the river between these municipalities.
Not being located on a State Highway nor a link in a primary
system of Massachusetts highways, the distribution of expense of
the project could not be to the Commonwealth only, but should be
under the provisions of chapter 90 of the Massachusetts General
Laws whereby the towns of Agawam and West Springfield, Hampden
County and the Commonwealth would participate in accordance
with the usual ratio in the expense of the project.

Suggested legislation which would be in conformity with the
above recommendations is appended to this report.

Respectfully submitted,

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS.

JACK P. RICCIARDI
Commissione

FRED B, DOLI
GEORGE C. TOUMPOURAS.

Associate Commissioner
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Sixty-One,

An Act authorizing the department of public works to
CONSTRUCT A BRIDGE IN THE TOWNS OF AGAWAM AND WEST

' SPRINGFIELD.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 The department of public works is hereby authorized and
2 directed to construct a bridge over the Westfield river between
3 the towns of Agawam and West Springfield at or near the site
4 of the present Mittineague bridge under the provisions of chapter
5 ninety of the General Laws, and to expend such sum as may be
6 appropriated therefor, together with any money which the towns
7 or county may appropriate for this purpose.

PROPOSED LEGISLATION.

Clie Commontuealtf) of egassacfnisetts
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